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Executive Summary
Mat4Rail ́s solution is to establish a highly flexible, layered, plug & play system that, like a limbic network, will be
able to allow great flexibility due to a mounting structure within the vessel upon all building blocks that are to be
organised. This will improve ability for train interiors to be more easily upgraded and modified during their
service-life when an interior can be refurbished, refitted or replaced with either a new interior or interior part
elements for a different or upgraded service. A system for train operators who wish to be able to reconfigure
their interior layout as well as provide new service offering elements that add to passenger comfort. Created and
envisioned was a ceiling/wall/floor mounting scheme that can take on various layers of infrastructure and interior
& service elements and that can simply be plugged and shifted. This also allows to rearrange more easily and
just-in-time to react to dynamic needs and in response to changes in interior trends. WP6 has developed an
overarching technical and power structure, for new electric utilities that demonstrates an innovation in the
provision of services for passenger comfort in a modular and adaptable way, supported by design detailing that
validates the key concept innovations. Definition of functional and design requirements have been derived from
research and customer/passenger/operator needs and technical opportunities. The main focus was to research on
passenger’s requirements and identification of needs and opportunities for system providers. Identified with the
help of PiR (the product innovation radar), opportunities, required work and innovations have been identified and
opportunities for structural system simplification and lightweight design have been derived. Analysing the
potential and utilizations of new connection and installation systems for part reduction; evaluating promising
technologies and identifying potential applications and services for a more refined customer journey and for new
user benefits. A flexible, closed system that is based on printed electronic foils, a coil-electro-magnetic-carrying
structure, plug-on-power distribution and various single concept solutions for mounting tiles within a cabin
interior subsystem and single solutions focusing on in-seat interaction have been created and are a true
innovation potential for all future train fitting.

1

Iterative Design Development (NVGTR)

Need for the Deliverable
The train interiors sector is mainly based on technologies that are built up in the rail carriage construction
industry over the past decades. The elements are constructed of a combination of products based on tried and
tested industry solutions derived from traditional building techniques. These techniques have been consolidated
around solutions that deliver durable products that have met the complex and shifting international regulations
for transportation design over the past decades. The incremental innovation process of these products
developed via these strategies has resulted in products that, while serving mainly the needs of rail manufacturers
and operators, have not been challenged to adopt for newer materials or production techniques that place
weight, flexibility, modularity and comfort as factors with an equal important to durability and regulation
checking. The parallel industries of automotive and aircraft development have, through greater market focus and
private-sector competition, challenged producers of interior solutions to devise serial production products that
now far exceed the key performance criteria of products from decades’ past. The combined effects of lowvolume production orders, low competition and high price sensitivity have kept all types of train interior solutions
at a limited level of innovation development. In Mat4Rail, three separate work packages deal with different parts
of a train’s interior.

Objectives of the Deliverable



Improve ability for train interiors to be more easily upgraded and modified during their service life when an
interior can be refurbished, refitted or replaced with either a new interior or interior part elements.
Create system for train operators who wish to be able to reconfigure the interior layout of a train as well as
the services offering elements that add to passenger comfort. To do this more easily and just in time to react
to dynamic needs and in response to changes in interior trends.
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Develop an overarching design concept like a limbic system, for new electric utilities that demonstrates an
innovation in the provision of services for passenger comfort in a modular and adaptable way, supported by
design detailing that validates the key concept innovations with visualisations and UX mock ups.

Outcomes







Quick and easy refurbishment
Installation on side wall of the train
Many tracks possible -> can also be used for control bus
Many different suppliers for lighting and crane systems
Available with protection against contact
Available with rollers or sliding contacts

As a supporting effect, next to a rethinking of the structural support for interior build elements, this concept
paves way for first ideas on developing an overarching technical and power structure. This will allow for a new
electric utilities sub system, that will offer an provision of services for passenger comfort in a modular and
adaptable way, supported by design detailing that validates the key concept innovations. Having identified the
opportunities for a structural system simplification and lightweight design, the potential utilizations of new
connection and installation systems is clearly calling for part reduction – not everything has to be at the same
time everywhere, but one has to prepare and set up the background for allowing everything everywhere. A
passenger flow optimized and operator offering related solution will then reduce the single elements, due to the
focus on the needs and the time of the needs – my need when I need them and when I am willing to honour this
extra effort. This evaluating and balancing between promising technologies and identify potential applications
and services of customer journey and user benefits will create the ideal set up that could be even dynamic in
future scenarios as the background system is capable for seamless adaption.
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1.1 Design concept approach
First product ideas evolved that connected this basic grid with a flexible, stacked power distribution following the
matryoshka principle – stacked sockets. Various single concept solutions for mounting tiles within a cabin interior
subsystem and further solutions have been created.

Figure 1: Sirpinsky principal, 3D layering and concept (f.l.t.r)

Concept principles for the background grid are to address the key needs and to generate new application
opportunities via:




Sirpinsky principal pattern for various line of connection without interfering
3D layering for variation in depth for various plug & play solutions
Printed electronics for low volume currents as foil applications

Based on these design principles, the engineering team evaluated the various concept solutions and models,
deploying projected components, sizes and limitations and also technical and structural details.
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1.2 Design concept solution
Usability, layout, look and first build up structures have been created and reviewed and in a second development
round have been optimized regarding design, usability and engineering.
The general idea is that of a structured background grid of a defined space within the wall arc, part of the sealing
and part of the floor of the vessel. A abstract measurement structuring of a square grid of 300mm by 300mm has
been evaluated as the optimal solution to place a mounting hub at each corner of this grid. One hub will be able
to carry and secure a wall tiles sufficiently and also act as the energy & communication bridge. Various tile
formats for the covering blends, regarding size, surface treatment and appearance, have been tried. The result
has been presented successfully to the JU consortium.
A reflection on various vessel layouts has been designed and rendered for a final optimised solution that
compromises for best variation and flexibility as well as best and most flexible appearance.

Figure 2: multi-layer grid structure | interior wall landscape

Figure 3: single multi direction tile | single main mounting point

Successive solutions have been derived:
•

intelligent multi layered energy & communication grid

Figure 4: Schematic visualization of intelligent multi layered energy & communication grid
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Figure 6: Schematic visualization of coupling system

first flexible smart hardware wall solutions

Figure 7: Flexible and smart hardware wall solution
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1.3 Chosen Design Concept
In this phase we have concepted and optimised, based on the selected tile system application, various single
technical solutions within this set up.
The pre-selected functional tiles relate directly to the survey results of user needs and operator demands and
address these needs with the following feature set up for the first leg of possible product solutions:
 E-Ink display for seat numbering as well as flexible but sub permanent information (direction to bistro /
personal information for pre booked traveller / vessel number and similar)
 light switch
 light switch colour led dimmer
 light wall washer or aisle illumination
 socket system (24V / USB / USB-C / induction)
 folding reading light
Derived from design iterations and concept progress, a “new possible standard” for functional tiles has been
established. Function tile size will be a proposed 75mm by 75mm

Figure 8: Design Concepts
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Physical Prototype (ESCATEC)

Preparation of technical blueprints in cooperation with Design team, based on D&E Freeze.
The engineering team created mock-up for functional principles. Evaluation of features in relation to ease of
installation whereas the engineering refines 3D model for testing in lab conditions. With this development of
customer-specific, contactless energy transmission systems, almost every customer requirement can be met.
With specially adapted resonance transducers, the plug & play system succeeds in providing inductive power
transmission with maximum possible efficiency while at the same time falling below the limit values prescribed
for electromagnetic compatibility. Depending on the bridged distance and output power overall efficiencies of
well over 90% are possible.

Figure 9: Physical test mock-Up

Figure 11: Physical mock up principles & intelligence preindustrialised.

Figure 10: Energy coil grid in-mould testing last dye.

Figure 12: Physical coil connector mock up
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Virtual Prototype (SPIRIT)

The virtual prototype of WP6 innovative plug & play systems is the second part of the final output of the Mat4Rail
project. It was conceptualized and constructed in an iterative design process where requirements from the S2R
JU / PIVOT were incorporated.
The goal of the virtual prototype was to create a 3D model of the cabin illustrating all the features and innovative
design concepts developed within WP6. This procedure was approved by S2R JU / PIVOT and Mat4Rail partners.
It was decided to build up a completely new train model for the virtual prototype demonstrator.
A neutral train model was conceptualized and created in coordination with PIVOT, which is a hybrid between a
commuter train and an inter-regional train. On overview of the virtual prototype of the interior design concepts
WP6 und WP8 is shown in Figure 3. It consists of two carriages (waggons) which both are connected with a
linkage element. To give it a realistic appealing, several train interior elements and modules were designed
additionally to the design concepts of WP6 and WP8.

Figure 13: Overview virtual prototype

The interior of the train was designed to give it a realistic appearance; however it does not meet the complexity
of a real train model, as agreed with M4R & S2R JU / PIVOT. Following elements were created in a separate
iterative design process, in order to satisfy the high requirements of design:








A complete passenger cabin with windows and wall, floor and ceiling elements, consisting of an inner
and an outer shell
Seats and benches, derived and further elaborated from the chosen Design Concept No. 6
Tables for seating groups
Ceiling-mounted handrails
Doors with windows including push buttons
Room dividers in the door areas
Linkage element between the wagons

3.1 Design details
To showcase the functional principles and functionalities of WP6 in a realistic way, a lot of attention has been
devoted to the train interior. Different typical train interior set ups were conceptualized and designed to illustrate
the advantages of the plug & play system.
One of the main advantages is that various arrangements of the 6 different elements within the train interior can
be created easily. The elements are (1) Info & Reservation Screen, (2) Giro Fan Cooler, (3)
Mini Power Outlets, (4) Ambeo Reading light.
The elements are held at their position by layer of coils, which is beneath the covering wall and ceiling panels of
the train interior, as illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: “see-trough view” of the electromagnetic coils holding Plug & Play elements

To illustrate the different set-ups and the versatile options of applications, 5 different interior scenarios where
conceptualized and designed in an iterative process:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Seat group, facing each other with tables, (8 seats)
Subway style shoulder to shoulder (28 seats)
Seat groups facing each other without tables (24 seats) as shown in Figure
Area with no seats with ceiling mounted handrails

At both entries into the driver cabins, 2 big displays were formed out of the info display elements to create an
infotainment screen showing the next destinations or other information.
Furthermore, the light tiles were applied for the ceiling where an irregular stylish distribution of tiles was
conceptualized and designed to give it a futuristic and unique character.
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Figure 15: Subway style tile configuration

In the following picture, all tiles can be seen. In the upcoming section, all tiles will be displayed and
explained in greater detail.

Figure 16: All tiles in 2 by 2 set-up with table
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3.1.1 Info & Reservation Screen
Information on the screen can be configured in time. It is directly connected with its own ip. The simple visual and
technical design results in low energy consumption and a solution that can be easily replaced.

Figure 175: Info & Reservation Screen

3.1.2 Giro Fan Cooler
This individual cooling fan was designed simple and sturdy. The airflow can be directed in almost any direction to
cool the passenger off. The tile design offers high flexibility, easy exchangeability and low energy consumption.

Figure 18: Giro Fan Cooler (closed)
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Figure 19: Giro Fan Cooler (openend)

3.1.3 Mini Power Outlets
Charging portable devices is highly important today and in the future. With this universal USB 3.0 charging tile, a
multi device solution was realized. The two outlets are housed in a sturdy design for longevity and easy
installation on the grid.

Figure 20: Mini Power outlet (USB 3.0)
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A wireless charging solution enables the seamless charging option for portable devices.

Figure 21: Mini Power Outlet (Wireless charging)

3.1.4 Ambeo Reading light
This two in one light tile offers either ambient light or a personal and adjustable reading light. Either way it is
controlled by the touch sensitive surface where it can be switched on/off or dimmed.

Figure 22: Ambeo Reading light (closed)
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Figure 23: Ambeo Reading Light (openend)

3.2 Technical Details of the virtual prototype
The measures of the train were derived from the existing design concept of WP8 and verified through research
on existing trains.
The virtual prototype was built with the software CATIA V5-6R2017 (Release 27) by Dassault Systems. The data
exchange format was STEP 214. The design is structured by using a skeleton model. That means to define all
planes, e.g. middle of the train, position of doors and windows, dividers etc. Then sketches which have influence
on different parts were drawn in the skeleton model. For example, a window is a single part, but the window is
cut out of the shell. Therefore, the sketch with the measures of the window is used more than once and is
duplicated. The model was also built up as a parametric design structure, so that changes can be done without
many complications. For instance, all bodies were copied as resulting from a link to the single parts.
It was decided that all bodies are built in the skeleton part, which together are the master model. To make the
rendering process easier, an assembly was built up too. The aim was to unite all bodies with the same material, so
that material properties can be assigned faster. That’s why, for example, the seats were made out of up to 7
different parts: the upper, middle and lower shell, the seat cushion, the supporting leg and the armrest, to be
able to assign different material settings to each part.
The final step file of the complete train has 515 MB without the mannequins. The development of the virtual
prototype was done in several iterative design and rendering loops. After the first renderings, new details were
added, dimensions changed, and layout updated. Finally, several rendering loops were necessary to reach the
expected quality level.

4

Final Presentation (ESCATEC / NVGTR)

The functional prototypes with up to four single applications will be on presentation and physical testing on the
th
PIVOT, Mat4Rail, Run2Rail and Fair Stations joint final event that will take place on the 17 of September 2019 in
Paris.
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